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Dr. Bhagwan Singh

 

In this painting, Dr. Bhagwan Singh articulates the ideology of  Sikhism.

You may also be interested in Sardarni Sikander Singh on the ideology of Sikhism

 

In the late forties and more so after the partition of the country in 1947, the fa

remained exclusively in the hands of blind and deaf forces which heeded neither cries of warnin

that the present leadership is genuine heir to these great men of the thirties and forties, both po

always given unqualified support to Akali Dal and the S.G.P.C. as a Sikh Institution and Custod

never cared to notice the moral degradation and the spiritual decadence that has crept into them

name of the Panth (Sikhs as a Nation) for any political cause, the farmers have left their plough

suffer imprisonment, torture and even death for the Sikh cause without ever seeking any reward

sighted leaders  did nothing beyond seeking comfortable ministerial posts and seats in the Parl

completely forgetting the people till the next election.

From my boyhood in the thirties up to 1945 I saw a generation of Sikh leaders, saints, mi

never compromised with oppressive Rulers and anti-Sikh political parties. Political leade

Sher-i-Punjab, Kartar Singh Jhabbar, and saints like Bhai Sahib Randhir Singh, Akali Kau

Gurbachan Singh Bhindran, Ragi Hira Singh, Bhai Vir Singh, Kalian Singh Nabha represe

fields of activity. 

In the last thirty years these so-called Panthic leaders have willfully and callously killed somethi

people, young and old. They have neglected talent, shunned and isolated genius, driven creativ

destroyed Sikh studies and genuine missionary work, and converted paid missionaries of the S

propaganda  for them. They are ambitious men lacking political education, social culture, and in

withered hearts and souls, but always ripe for empty ambitions, and for vanity, its necessary as

–  Dr. Trilochan Singh, Sikhism And Tantric Yoga, p. 150

 

The rare, out of print book is available as a free PDF download on the w

one compulsive and sustained draught.  Aside from being rendered in beautiful English prose, it is p

deep knowledge of Sikhism. Sikhism And Tantric Yoga is an detailed study of the rise of heresy, cult

Sikhism.

Sikhism And Tantric Yoga
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 to which Professor Arn

distinguished himself as a historian of research-oriented biographies of Guru Nanak, Guru Tegh

Commentaries and philosophical studies. Professor Suniti Kumar Chatterjee, President, Nation

Trilochan Singh knows not only the language of the Scriptures, his own mother tongue Punjabi 

several other languages, and I can testify to my personal knowledge of his very close acquainta

rare accomplishment.” In his Foreword to Dr Trilochan Singh’s Commentary on Hymns of Guru 

Lyenger, Vice-President, National Academy of Letters, New Delhi, writes, “Dr Trilochan Singh is

Sadhana (Spiritual Discipline) of scholarship committed to spread the light of the Sikh Gurus an

DR TRILOCHAN SINGH, author of over 20 books on Sikh history, philosophy and Compa

sof the well-known Unesco publication, Sacred Writings of the Sikh

Over the long stretch of forced marches, Dr Trilochan Singh has established his sovereignty ov

scriptures and the fruit of his researches and intense labors are the standard biographies of Gu

English and over 200 learned research papers, besides readable and authentic translations of A

Universities and his Calcutta University lectures are published as “Ethical Philosophy of Guru N

on Sikh Philosophy and read some learned papers in International Conferences held in Britain 

Indira Gandhi’s regime, he has been a consistent supporter of dissident, writers and scholars in

– Afterword To Sikhism And Tantric  Yoga
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